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ABSTRACT
Deployment of distributed renewable energy resources is increasing rapidly, which
is leading to growing concerns over the impact of distributed power electronics
energy converters on grid stability. In general, power electronic coupled systems
do not provide frequency or voltage support through feedback compensation. This
is leading to changes in utility interconnection requirements for distributed generation systems to provide voltage and frequency regulation ability through the use of
newly developed advanced grid functions (AGFs). In this paper, the types of grid
stability problems which can be mitigated by AGFs is expanded; in particular, it is
demonstrated that the energy storage function which adjusts active power injection
as a function of grid frequency, i.e., P(f) or freq-watt, can provide damping control
using local frequency information. Specifically, a structured optimization scheme
is presented that is scalable to multi-node distributed damping applications. An
algorithm computes optimal damping controller gains for distributed resources that
use only local frequency feedback. The local control may be implemented using
the freq-watt AGF recently defined by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The proposed approach is applicable to local and inter-area oscillation
damping and could be valuable for utility operations centers to identify appropriate
gains for installed systems that implement AGFs.

1

INTRODUCTION

Inverters that implement advanced grid functions (AGF) have the ability to assist
with bulk system frequency problems, distribution-level voltage deviations, and
provide additional protection and resiliency to the electric power system. These
capabilities come at limited expense but can greatly increase the allowed penetration of photovoltaic and other renewable energy on the grid, reduce the size of ancillary services, and provide wide-area damping control. This paper introduces
advanced DER grid requirements, identifies problems where advanced grid functions mitigate grid performance issues and discusses the need for AGF parameter
optimization. In particular, this paper presents a scheme for optimally selecting
parameters for frequency-watt functions to provide wide-area damping.
Many advanced grid functions are required in Europe and, more recently, in certain
jurisdictions in the United States. Advanced grid functions in photovoltaic and
energy storage inverters have been mandated in national grid codes for low and
medium voltage interconnections in Italy, Spain, Germany, Austria, France, and
other European nations [1]-[2]. These functions include low and high voltage ride
through (L/HVRT), active power as a function of grid frequency, reactive power
injection/absorption, and remote disconnection requirements [3].
In the United States, many jurisdictions are considering modifications to the DER
interconnection requirements to utilize renewable energy and energy storage systems to support grid frequency and voltage. California has modified the Electric
Rule 21 tariff [4] to include several AGF implementations in order to help CA utilities meet their aggressive renewable energy targets [5]-[6]. In January 2013, the
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) convened the Smart Inverter
Working Group (SIWG) composed of state agencies, utility engineers, national
laboratories, manufacturers, trade associations, and advocacy groups to provide
consensus AGF recommendations to the CPUC [7]. Pulling from the AGFs defined
in the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Technical Report 6185090-7 [8] (Table 1.1), the SIWG recommendations were split into three-phases of
deployment [7]:


Phase 1 – autonomous functions, e.g., volt-var and frequency ride-through



Phase 2 – communication functionality



Phase 3 – advanced functions requiring communications, e.g., real power
curtailment

In December 2014, the CPUC commissioners unanimously ratified the first phase
of the SIWG recommendations, and it is expected that CA Rule 21 will require the
second two SIWG phases in the near future.
Similarly, in Hawaii, high penetrations of renewable energy resources are challenging grid operators. This has led the three Hawaiian Electric Companies to issue a
joint request that all DER on Oahu, Hawaii Island, Maui, Molokai, and Lanai be
reprogrammed with wider frequency and voltage ride-through settings [9]. The

expanded ride-through settings are necessary so distributed generators do not trip
when there are frequency or voltage excursions.
While certification and testing of advanced DER/inverter functionality is a major
area of pre-standardization [10]-[12], selection of AGF parameters are also key to
the successful deployment of the new technology. Just as the distributed controls of
conventional generation must be harmonized to establish robust grid performance,
the AGF parameters—e.g. curve shapes (deadbands and slopes), ramp rates, and
delays—will become increasingly relevant as renewable penetration increases. In
particular, unintended emergent behavior from untuned distributed controls can
disrupt the grid as opposed to supporting it.
Table 1.1: IEC Technical Report 61850-90-7 Advanced Grid Functions
IEC 61850-90-7 Command/Function
General Category
Connect/disconnect
Adjust max generation level
Adjust power factor
Immediate control functions
Request active power (from storage)
Signal for charge/discharge action
Volt-Var mode 11 (watt priority)
Volt-Var mode 12 (var priority)
Volt-var management modes
Volt-Var mode 13 (static mode)
Volt-Var mode 14 (no var support)
Set active power limits based on grid frequency
Frequency-Watt management modes
Set active power input/output limits based on grid frequency
Dynamic reactive current support
Connect/disconnect settings for Low/High Voltage Ride-through
L/HVRT
“must disconnect” and “must
(VRT)
remain connected” regions
Connect/disconnect settings for Low/High Frequency Ridefor freq. and voltage
L/HFRT*
through (FRT)
WP41
Feed-in power adjust power factor
Watt-triggered behavior
modes
WP42
Feed-in power adjust power factor
VW51
Adjust power output to smooth voltage
Voltage-Watt management
modes
VW52
Adjust power input/output to smooth voltage
TMP
Temperature mode behavior
PS
Signal mode behavior
DS91
Modify DER settings
DS92
Log alarms and events/retrieve logs
Parameter setting and reporting
DS93
Status reporting
DS94
Time synchronization
* Low/High Frequency Ride Through is not included in IEC TR 61850-90-7 but is being considered by some
jurisdictions, like California [7].
INV1
INV2
INV3
INV4
INV5
VV11
VV12
VV13
VV14
FW21
FW22
TV31

The potential for disruption has been exemplified by the “50.2 Hz problem” in
Europe, wherein a minor high frequency event would trip off gigawatts of distributed generation and lead to bulk system destabilization [13]. This will ultimately
lead to expensive retrofits to more than 400,000 inverters to adjust the must-trip

L/HFRT settings and add new frequency-watt functionality which gradually reduces output power of DER as the frequency increases above 50.2 Hz [14] according
to VDE AR-N 4105 [15]. To further mitigate this issue, PV systems in Germany
rated for less than 30 kW must limit their power to 70% of nameplate capacity or
disconnect when the Distribution System Operator (DSO) sends the DER a signal;
larger systems must have the remote DSO disconnection capability [16]. For this
reason, detailed analyses of the desired and unintended grid effects must be performed prior to selection or standardization of AGF parameters.
At a more local level, the AGF parameters can significantly impact distribution
system operations and controls. EPRI has investigated selecting PV advanced inverter settings for volt-var, volt-watt, and power factor to optimize voltage drop,
flicker, feeder line losses, overvoltages, or reduce regulator tap operations [17].
From their study, the optimal parameters were difficult to determine and slight
variations in the settings yielded significantly different responses on the feeder.
The best settings depended on interconnection location on the feeder, feeder load
level and topology, and if there were other systems with AGFs on the feeder.
While European grid codes strictly define the parameters for AGFs, in California,
there are default settings with wide ranges of adjustability for AGFs [18]-[20];
thereby allowing utilities to adjust the settings as necessary for their jurisdiction,
but transferring the burden onto them to select settings which have not been standardized across the industry. To advise utility regulators in these jurisdictions, highfidelity, analytical studies and field experiments are necessary to determine proper
advanced DER settings.
Many researchers have investigated different advanced grid settings for grid support behaviors. For example, voltage control on distribution circuits (volt/var, fixed
power factor, etc.) to increase the hosting capacity and maintain the circuit within
the required voltage limits were studied in [20]-[25]. Similarly, Winter et al. investigated volt-watt functions for increasing the hosting capacity in Europe [25].
While wind [26]-[27] and energy storage systems [28] are commonly studied for
frequency control, and optimal frequency control settings have been determined to
mitigate high frequency disturbances and provide frequency regulation [29]-[33],
they have not been investigated to provide wide area damping.
Poorly damped inter-area oscillatory modes have been identified as contributing to
the August 10, 1996 blackout and system break-up of the Western North American
Power System (wNAPS) [34]-[36] and to the August 14, 2003 blackout in the eastern interconnection in North America [36]. Power transfers are often limited by
stability constraints, leading to concerns over low-damping conditions. Such problems have also been cited in the Nordic power system [37].
Use of the wide area measurement system (WAMS) as feedback to implement
wide-area damping control has been investigated. In [38], the authors implement a
wide-area damping control scheme based on a 180 MVAr static VAr compensator
(SVC) using WAMS feedback. In [39],[40] the authors investigate the use of ener-

gy storage to dampen inter-area oscillations using local and remote frequency
feedback, such as that from a WAMS system. In [41], the authors study and advocate the use of power modulation of the Pacific DC Intertie (PDCI), a high voltage
DC transmission line, to dampen North-South inter-area oscillatory modes. In [42],
the coordinated modulation of the PDCI and energy storage is considered.
This paper expands on previous work to develop a damping control scheme based
on distributed active power modulation to provide wide-area damping control. The
control is implemented using a specific IEC TR 61850-90-7 energy storage function which adjusts active power injection as a function of local grid frequency, and
the function parameters are selected using an offline optimization that considers the
grid dynamics as a whole. This approach has a number of benefits:
a. In contrast to the methods in [38]-[42], AGFs do not rely on the wide area
measurement systems (WAMS) or require network access to real-time
phasor measurement unit (PMU) data.
b. Reliance on large N distributed resources provides redundancy and thus
robustness.
c. Implementation of the required functions is already underway by manufacturers and can make use of existing hardware.
To compute the freq-watt parameters, the damping control problem is first represented as a distributed optimal control problem with a quadratic cost function that
considers local frequency error, inter-area frequency difference, and the normalized
control effort. The gains are computed so as to minimize the cost function. In particular, the cost function formulation is customized to select only available feedback terms, and a numerical algorithm based on the Anderson-Moore search [43][46] is performed to find the optimal gains.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Characteristics of oscillatory
modes and damping control using real power modulation are reviewed in Section 2
with a focus on the Western North American Power System (wNAPS). In Section
3, the small signal model is presented, and the distributed optimal control problem
is formulated. In Section 4, a method is presented wherein the optimal control
problem is solved numerically using the Anderson-Moore descent function. Two
examples are presented in Section 5 including an application of the control to a
minniWECC model of the wNAPS. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 6.
2

BACKGROUND ON POWER SYSTEM OSCILLATIONS AND
DAMPING CONTROL

This section introduces electromechanical oscillations in power systems, with particular focus on the wNAPS. Recent investigations into the use of real power modulation to improve system damping are then summarized.

2.1

Characteristics of Oscillatory Modes

Electrical mechanical oscillations in power systems contain both local and inter
area modes. An area comprises a large complex of electrically close generators.
Local oscillation modes pertain to electromechanical oscillations of a single generator or plant against the rest of the system while inter area modes pertain to oscillations between groups of generators in one area against groups of generators in a
different area [48]. Modes are characterized by frequency, damping and shape. In
the Western North American Power System (wNAPS), several characteristic inter
area modes have been known to recur and exhibit a low damping condition. These
modes include the following [48]:

2.2



North-South A mode, nominally near 0.25 Hz



North-South B mode, nominally near 0.4 Hz



East-West mode, nominally near 0.5 Hz



British Columbia (BC) mode, nominally near 0.6 Hz



Montana mode, nominally near 0.8 Hz

Understanding and Visualizing Mode Shape

Small-signal stability is defined as “the ability of the power system to maintain
synchronism under small disturbances” [50]. Even under normal operation, power
systems experience ambient perturbations primarily as a result of random fluctuations in load. A disturbance is considered “small” if the response of the system can
be sufficiently described by a linearized model. The underlying assumption is that
about a particular operating point the behavior of a power system can be described
by a set of ordinary differential equations of the form,

xt   Axt   Be ue t 

(1)

where x  R n is the system state vector, which includes small-signal rotor angle
and speed deviations among other quantities and ue  R m is an exogenous input
that may represent probing signals or other inputs designed to excite a system response [48]. The eigensolution of the system matrix A in (1) yields all of the information required to describe the modal properties of the system. The right eigenvector, called the “mode shape” vector, is a direct measure of the observability of a
mode in the various states of the system. The magnitude and angle of the elements
of the mode shape vector provide information about the relative oscillation amplitude and phase of a mode respectively. For analysis of inter-area modes, the elements of the mode shape vector corresponding to a common generator state, such
as machine speed, are compared.

Classically, mode shape data is presented in polar form [51]. Each element of the
mode shape vector corresponding to a common system state is plotted as a phasor.
The phasor tails are arranged at the origin, creating a compass-like appearance.

Figure 2.1:

Compass plot example for mode shape data in Table 2.1.

An alternative method of presenting mode shape data is to generate a map and
place the tail of each phasor at the location where the state was measured. To facilitate numerical comparison, the oscillation amplitude is normalized by the largest
value, and the bus with the largest amplitude is used as the angle reference. Figure
2.2 displays a mode shape map example. Therein, the red and blue markers represent key generators or plants that are oscillating against one another in the specified
mode, and marker diameter indicates the amplitude of oscillation.

Figure 2.2:

Representation of North-South B mode shape in the wNAPS.

The mode shape data for Figure 2.2 is presented in Table 2.1 below. The columns
are arranged in order of descending oscillation amplitude.
Table 2.1: North-South B mode shape data for Figure 2.2

3

OPTIMAL MULTI-NODE DISTRIBUTED DAMPING

In this section, the small-signal behavior of a power system is modeled as a linear
system and modified to accommodate several distributed nodes participating in
damping control. It is assumed that only local frequency measurements are available to each node.
3.1

Linearized Power System Model

To include the control action of distributed resources, the linearized power system
model in (1) is expanded and represented as

xt   Axt   Bd ud t   Beue t 

(2)

yt   Cx t 

(3)

where ud  R p is the input vector of real power injection intended to provide system damping and the output vector y  R is a vector of generator speeds available
for feedback.
h

As noted earlier, the stability of the system is described by the eigenvalues of the n
× n matrix A , and the mode shape is encoded into the eigenvectors of A . Elements of the n × p matrix Bd would be determined by the location and interconnection of distributed damping control resources. The goal herein is to compute a p × h
damping controller gain matrix K d such that the eigenvalues of A  Bd K d C are
further left in the complex plane, indicating improved damping. Furthermore, the
selection of gain values should account for priorities concerning performance and
control energy expended by the distributed resources. These priorities are represented using a performance index.
3.2

Definition of the Performance Index

The performance index, or cost function, is given as follows






J   y T Qy  udT Ru d d
t0

(4)

T

wherein the term y Qy assigns a penalty for the state trajectory with Q0 , and

udT Ru d penalizes the control energy with R  0 . For a damping control applicaT

tion y Qy would be formulated to penalize frequency error (local and/or interarea). The control design problem is thus to select the controller gain matrix Kd so
as to minimize J.
The problem resembles the familiar linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem
wherein an optimal K d is computed analytically through solution of the algebraic
Riccati equation for full state feedback [49]. In this application however, since only
the local system frequencies (and not the whole system state) may be used for

feedback at each distributed asset, a conventional linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
solution may not be used. Thus, the LQR solution is not used directly to compute
K d ; rather the solution is attained numerically. Herein, the solution is attained
using a method based on the Anderson-Moore search algorithm.
4

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

To compute the optimal gains, the cost function formulation is augmented to assign
additional cost to the undesired or unavailable feedback terms, and an iterative
numerical structured control algorithm (SCA) based on the Anderson-Moore
search [45]-[46] is performed to find the optimal gains. The Anderson-Moore algorithm is an algebraic algorithm that is particularly effective at handling linear systems with saddle points [43]-[44].
4.1

Augmented Performance Index and Optimization Problem

The damping controller inputs are partitioned into p areas/subsystems wherein
p

Bd ud   Bd ,i u d ,i

(5)

ud ,i  K d ,i Ci , x, i  1,2,..., p

(6)

i 1

In addition, the R matrix is assumed to be diagonal R=diag(R1, R2, ..., Rp), and the

~ 
control inputs are normalized such that u
d ,i

Ri ud ,i where u d ,i is the ith element

of u d . In this case the control inputs, u d , are provided by the frequency-watt function for energy storage systems using a linear droop controller defined in Figure 4.1
by points (F1, GP1) and (F2, GP2). In some cases, it may be necessary to establish a
deadband around the nominal frequency to avoid excessive cycling of the energy
storage system, as shown by the dashed freq-watt function in Figure 4.1. Herein,
focus is placed on implementing a configuration without a deadband. The gain
values appearing in the K d matrix would thus be equated with the negative of the
GP  GP2
slope of the line in Figure 4.1,  1
.
F1  F2
An additional cost term is formulated to penalize the use of unavailable or undesired feedback signals, and the term is added to the cost function, resulting in the
expression





2
~  T
~
J
y Qy  u~dT u~d d  K d ,i i Ci x
t



(7)

0

where i 0 is a diagonal matrix of weights that penalizes feedback of select signals.

(F1, GP1)

Active Power

(F1h, GP1h)

Generating

Frequency

(F3h, GP3h)

(F2h, GP2h)

Charging

(F2, GP2)

Figure 4.1:

(F4h, GP4h)

The energy storage frequency-watt function with and without a
deadband.

The optimal damping control problem may be summarized as follows

~
J

minimize
~
Kd

subject to :





~
(1) x t   A  Bd K d C xt 
(2) Q0
(3) i 0

~

The gain matrix K d is then determined through proper scaling of K d .
4.2

Description of Anderson-Moore Search Algorithm

To solve the above optimization problem, a numerical algorithm is used to iteratively approach the solution. The algorithm requires the calculation of some inter-

~

mediate quantities. In each iteration, K d ,i values are updated and the system Amatrix is updated according to (8).

p

A0  A 

 Bd ,i K d ,iCi
~

(8)

i 1

Likewise, the Q matrix is extended to include the control signal penalties according
to (9).

 CiT K dT,i K d ,iCi  CiT iT K dT,i K d ,i iCi 
p

Q0  Q 

~

~

~

~

(9)

i 1

In each iteration, a descent direction for the gain matrix is computed according to
(10),





1
~
~
K d ,i   K d ,i  BdT,i PXCiT Ci XCiT  i Ci XCiT iT

(10)

where X is the state covariance matrix. Herein, the gain matrix update uses the
descent direction with a step size parameter   0,1 to adjust the rate of convergence. These algorithm steps are summarized in Algorithm 1 below. In the next
section, the algorithm is applied in the design of damping controllers for two example systems.

Algorithm 1: Structured Control Algorithm [45],[46]
Initialize the state Covariance X0
1:
Initialize Kd, and segment into p rows: ud ,i , i  1,2,..., p
2:
~
 tol , do
while change in gain is above tolerance  K d
3:


4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Compute A0 using (8)
Solve X 0  XA0T  A0 X  0 for X
Compute Q0 using (9)
Solve Q0  PA0  A0T P  0 for P
~
~
~
Compute new gain K d ,i  K d ,i  K d ,i using (10)

9:

end while

10:

Compute K d ,i 

5

~
K d ,i
Ri

, i  1,2,..., p

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, two control design examples are presented with simulation results.
The first example considers a simplified three-area system with only primary speed

control and demonstrates the ability of the algorithm to prioritize control objectives. The second example demonstrates the approach on a minniWECC model of
the wNAPS.
5.1

Simplified Three-Area Power System

Consider a simplified three area system wherein each area is modeled as a single
generating unit with droop, speed governor and turbine. Each area model is consistent with the non-reheat steam turbine model described in [50]. The system is
illustrated in Figure 5.1.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.1:
Three area system showing (a) overview diagram of power system
and (b) a system diagram for an individual area

In each area, the generator speed is given as i , i  1,2,3 (in per unit), the rotor
angle is  i (radians), the inertia M i (seconds) and damping coefficient Di describe the rotor dynamics. The time constants associated with the speed governor
and turbine are TG ,i and TT ,i respectively, and the droop coefficient is given by
Ri . The synchronizing torque coefficients link an area i to an area j. The resulting
system may be expressed using a state space model with n  12 :







T

T

where xi   i i Yi Pm,i is the state vector for area i, with governor output Yi and turbine mechanical power Pm,i . The

x  x1T

x2T

x3T

base frequency of the system is given by  B . The damping powers are given by



u d  PD,1 PD,2

PD,3

T , and



u e  PL,1 PL,2

PL,3

T are exogenous

inputs representing changes in load-generation balance. System parameters are
given in Table 5.2, and the output matrix is given in (11), but the remaining state
space matrices are not shown for the sake of brevity.

 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


y   2   Cx , C  0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
  3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

(11)

Table 5.1: Parameters for Three-Area System
Description
Area inertias

Parameter

Value (units)
6, 10, 5 (sec)

Area damping coefficients

M1 , M 2 , M 3
D1 , D2 , D3

0.4, 0.5, 0.3 (pu)

Governor Time Constant

TG1 , TG 2 , TG 3

0.35, 0.30, 0.40 (sec)

Turbine Time Constant

TT 1 , TT 2 , TT 3

0.5, 0.60, 0.60 (sec)

R1 , R2 , R3

0.065, 0.05, 0.072 (pu)

T12 , T13 , T23

0.0104, 0.0087, 0.0066 (pu)

B

120rad/sec)

Droop Coeff.
Synchronizing Torque Coeff.
Base Generator Speed

In this example, the objective focuses on mitigating a poorly damped inter-area
mode at a frequency of 0.35 Hz; this mode is primarily realized as an oscillation
between areas 1 and 3. The penalty matrix may be formulated to isolate this mode
as follows

yT Qy  11   22  33 2
where i  , i  1,2,3 are computed using terms in the right eigenvector.

(12)

The i matrices must be defined for each node location since only local feedback
is used. These are defined as diagonal h  h matrices for the three areas as follows
1    diag0 1 1

(13a)

2    diag1 0 1

(13b)

3    diag1 1 0

(13c)

where   1000 was found to work well in practice. Implementation of Algorithm
1 results in a gain matrix of

0
0 
1.5688

K d ,local   0
0.0896
0 
 0
0
1.6579

(14)

wherein the gain values used by the damping controller in areas 1, 2, and 3 appear
in the first, second, and third rows respectively and are in per unit. For comparison,
a “uniform gain” scenario is also considered wherein each area has the same local
gain value of 1.5. Finally, a scenario is considered wherein each node has access to
frequency information of all three areas through a network (i.e. such as WAMS).
Using the same expression for (12) but using 1  2  3  0 , the algorithm provides the following gains

 1.2709 - 0.0943 - 1.1788
K d ,netw  - 0.0925 0.0202 0.0533
 - 1.1606 0.0369 1.2750 

(15)

wherein some portion of the u d ,i applied in each area is based on feedback of remote signals.
The effect of the control may be illustrated through examination of the root loci of
A  Bd K d C for each case. In the four examples given: (1) without damping control, (2) control using uniform gain, (3) control using local frequency feedback
K d ,local, and (4) control using networked feedback K d , netw the root loci are
shown in Figure 5.2 with the targeted mode at 0.35 Hz circled.

Figure 5.2:

Root Locus Comparison; 0.35 Hz mode is circled

Damping at the targeted mode is improved from 2.96% to 8.62% using the SCA
computed gains using local feedback and similarly to 8.35% using uniform gains. It
is noted the uniform gain was selected to give similar damping at this mode.
The SCA computed gains using network feedback achieve 11.28% damping at the
targeted mode. All three control schemes add damping to the 0.315 Hz mode. The
uniform case adds the most damping to this case, but this mode is not the priority
as defined by the cost function. The optimal networked solution adds the least to
the 0.315 Hz mode as the control energy is better applied to the mode of interest.
The distinction in performance is further illustrated through simulation of the system. The system was simulated for 60 seconds with a 0.02 per unit load impulse
applied to area 2. A linear combination of frequencies 1 f1   2 f 2  3 f3 is
shown in Figure 5.3 to illustrate the mode behavior of interest. It is noted that the
uniform gain case and K d ,local case perform similarly at this mode. The K d , netw
case actually has a slightly greater oscillation than in the K d ,local case, but the
overall system cost is the smallest with the K d , netw gains, 7.08107 as compared
with 4.06 106 with the K d ,local gains. This is due primarily to the disparity in
control energy. The control inputs ud are shown in Figure 5.4. For the uniform

gain case, a disproportionately large level of control effort is seen in area 2. For the
K d ,local gains, the ud 1 and ud 3 control efforts are nearly equivalent to that seen in
the uniform gain case; however, the ud 2 control effort is greatly mitigated since
this input has little controllability over the target mode. The network gain case with
K d , netw shows a clear reduction in control energy over the other two cases; this is
because the ud 1 and ud 3 controls are 180o out of phase, thus improving the interarea damping torque with less control energy.

Figure 5.3:

Simulation of three-area system with impulse in area 1 showing
oscillation of 0.35 Hz mode

Given this simulation result, the cost associated with the control effort

 ud ud dt
T

is

1.055  105 for the uniform gain case, but 3.74  106 for the SCA local feedback case; this is 64.5% less cost while accomplishing slightly better damping at
the target mode. For the SCA gains with network feedback, the cost of the control
effort is 3.47  107 which is a more than 90% reduction in cost while accomplishing a 30.9% improvement in the added damping over the same.
The time domain response and thus the system cost will depend greatly on the disturbance input as well as the control gains. Not all scenarios will demonstrate such
a large benefit for the proposed control. However, it is demonstrated that the algorithm can compute gains that result in a more optimal allocation of control energy.
This would be useful for utilities that wish to realize prioritized wide area damping
control given limited resources, i.e. PV curtailment or energy storage.

Figure 5.4:

Simulation of three-area system with impulse in area 1showing per
unit damping powers with each meth

5.2

Damping Control Design in the wNAPS using the minniWECC

This section presents simulation results for a reduced order model of the Western
North American Power System (wNAPS). The model, referred to as the
minniWECC, was developed by Dan Trudnowksi and John Undrill [41] using the
MATLAB Power System Toolbox (PST) simulation framework. The PST was
originally developed by Prof. Joe Chow and Kwok Cheung in the early 1990’s
[52]. It was further marketed and developed by Graham Rogers, and is currently
available from Luigi Vanfretti’s web site [53]. The minniWECC contains 34 generators, 122 buses, 171 lines and transformers, 19 load buses, and two DC lines.
Highly detailed generator models are used in the model. The minniWECC network
is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5:

Illustration of minniWECC reduced order model, reproduced from
[40]

For this analysis, a linearized model derived for the nonlinear minniWECC model
was employed. The linearized model is obtained by perturbing the nonlinear system, using the svm_mgen routine in the Power Systems Toolbox. The result is
state-space model with A, B, and C matrices that are used directly for defining (3)
and (4) in the small-signal model.
Assuming a damping control resource may be installed at each of the N buses hosting a generator in the minniWECC model, a cost function is formulated to penalize
East-West mode oscillations, and given as

N

y Qy     i i 
 i 1

T

2

(16)

where the  i , i  1,2,..., N  terms are determined similarly from the right eigen
vector as noted in the three area example. Algorithm 1 was utilized to compute the
optimal gains based on local frequency feedback. The results are shown in Figure
5.6. Therein, one notes the three largest damping gains are seen at generators 21
(southern California), 29, and 30 (Colorado).

Figure 5.6:

Damping K gains determined by Algorithm 1 for the minniWECC

The root locus is shown in Figure 5.7 wherein several electromechanical modes are
illustrated. The cost function (16) was configured to penalize the East-West mode
which is nominally at 0.50 Hz. Significant improvement is seen in several of the
modes, including higher frequency (local) modes; however, most of the benefit is
realized in the mode of interest, and no eigenvalues are seen to move to the right.
Thus, the algorithm is successful in realizing the control objective.

Figure 5.7:

6

MinniWECC eigenvalues due to damping K gains; East-West mode
is circled

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Advanced grid function (AGF) requirements for renewable energy and energy storage systems are being added to many jurisdictions in Europe and the United States
to provide grid operators additional control capabilities. These functions can be
programmed to support grid frequency and voltage, and assist during grid disturbances. Many of the functions have been standardized in grid codes and IEC TR
61850-90-7, but the parameters for specific grid needs are still not well understood.
While the optimal parameters are likely to change based on the grid topology and
objectives, it may be possible to standardize methods for determining parameters
which can achieve specific goals.
Studies that compare or optimize AGF settings cannot be comprehensive for all
situations because of the wide range of distribution/transmission system variations,
PV installation locations, and simulated PV penetration levels, so in many cases
code and standards-making bodies rely on industry experts and anecdotal experi-

ence to select default AGF values. However, as the body of knowledge from simulations and field experience increases, better AGF parameters can be required by
grid codes and programmed into DER.
This manuscript focused on the optimal allocation of control energy via selection
of AGF parameters to assist transmission operators in preventing inter-area oscillations. Poorly damped oscillatory modes have caused multiple blackouts in the
United States, but optimal distributed active power modulation can improve widearea damping and prevent such events in the future. Here, the frequency-watt function applied to energy storage systems (ESSs) was optimized using a numerical
algorithm based on the Anderson-Moore search and a quadratic cost function that
considered local frequency error, inter-area frequency difference, and the normalized control effort. In particular, the flexibility of the approach allows for specific
oscillatory modes to be prioritized ensuring optimal use of the control energy.
Simulation of a three-area system and a model of the Western North American
Power System (called minniWECC) demonstrated system damping was improved
using the optimal local ESS control gains. The autonomous, local control alone is
not as effective as using wide-area measurement system (WAMS) feedback, but
this method has a distinct advantage in that it does not rely on WAMS network
access to real-time PMU data. Therefore, this method is more resilient to communication failures by eliminating the need for external data, and it is more robust
since it utilizes distributed redundant resources.
This work could be expanded in the future by providing wide-area oscillation
damping using curtailed PV systems with generation headroom or reactive power
(e.g., [54]). Therefore, future wide-area damping optimization should consider
other DER types and advanced grid functions such as volt-var.
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